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On 18 June 1979 the local insurance officer disallowed the claim fo
unemployment benefit from $0 Nay 1979 to 18 June 1979 and made a
forward disallowance in respect of the period 19 June 1979 to
17 September 1979. The claimant appealed to the local tribunal. On
21 Au~st 1979 the local tribunal unanimously disallowed his appeal.
He now appeals to the Commissioner.

The central question before us is whether on 50 Nay 1979 the
claimant wa a seasonal worker. The answer depends upon the application

-to his case of regulation 19 of the Social Security (Unemployment,
Sickness and Invalidity Benefit) Regulations 1975.+S.I. 1975 No 56+.
At the relevant. date the material passages of that regulation were as
follows'.

19.-(1);-.';..'.

- " 'employment" means 'employment as an 'employed
earner ..'.'.;

. ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~

"off-season" means, in relation to a seasonal worker,.....
that period of the year (or, if more than one .period,

... the aggregate of those periods) during which he is
normally not employed, and for this purpose the
expression ",period" shall not include any period of
less than 7 consecutive days;,

,."seasonal worker" means a person whose normal
employment is for a part or parts.-only of a year in an-
occupation or occupations of which the availability or
extent varies at approximately .the same time or. times::.-:..

,, in .successive years; or. any other person who normally
restricts his employment to the same, or substantially
the same, part or parts;only of the year; and. for the,".'-
purpose of this definition the following provisions
shall. apply:—

I

(i) the expression "part or parts only of a year"
shall include any period of time (or, if more
than one period, the aggregate of those periods
whether in the same or different occupations)
whatever the duration of that period: but
where any period or periods of a year dur'ing
which a person is normally not employed is
not, or if more than one period. (whatever the
duration of any such period) do not amount in
the aggregate to, more than seven weeks, that
person shall not be treated as a seasonal
worker;
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(ii) in construing the expression "normal
employment", regard shall be paid to factors
inherent in the nature or conditions. of the
occupation or occupations in which that
person is engaged., and not to factors abnormal i"W ~.to that occupation or occupations notwith-
standing'hat those factors persist for a.
prolonged. period; „:,,.: - -..- -: -''-"-'.„,'-::':.'.:,-".-':<''4'j~,',"'," ~-'..

i

."a substaiitia1. amo'unt 'of-"emplo»yment," ,.'means empl'oymen't,:,;.;-.';~",:„'»>-,.'.;=..-

, which, is equal, in duration,to"-not less than, one-.fouit»h-.=."",y','-.'„.:$.":<'.'-'"

.,(or such other,-.fractional .part,,as„ may,

in'he,:.::,;"::,,-=~-,=.';.',=,.'.g'+.':.'.,;;-""':':-''::;.-:-period:of'..-';n'ormal'employment.'-';.-'.--,=:-,'

.'-.,'(3),The following shall b'. additiona1 conditions„--'with-'"='-'':".;:"--'-:,-;<~~~.':.'-'.~~

respect to the receipt of unemplo»yment:benefit'"by a:"-@"'~.''==j~-:.::,4';:~~;:.„:,<~„„.„:,—,
seasonal worker in respect of any day during his .='",'.-,-'":.".'.';;,»,"'.":.,'":~-'P,'~~'-':~"..:-:"

'( )"'i)
in his current off-season.:-he..'as: had.'a':;-'-:.:

'.':.',".,",=-'~,'.-<W-.=,:~-:j3:''-";,'ubstantial

amount of employment before
:that day,; or

'ii) (having.,regard to all -the, circumstances',-';„':y, -.«l~,:-',':,»=::-'.-j'='-'-'.~i.'-;

of his case,'ncluding:.the nature.,andj<+-"»~g!~p5~'+",'-.',~-'-",,'-,,
extent,of:his;employment (if .any).;;in,.-,,;any"".;,"'.-':("'-„'-;<'-'.>."'-.:";-.-'.-"'.",":.4

past off-seasons and.the. industrial .or,";:-:„:
...'.,",..'.<''.-',:,;=,~";~~/<-'..".'er:.„relevant,.'.:

con& tionsnormall y
,obtaixmig in the, di.strict..or; districts.......'.;",".;:,-,,-';.;:-,";—;";;,"">::,-,

. 'n which,'he . is ...avail'able:::to'.=b'.„.employed)':-: — '-';-"; .:;:~:,:-"-":;:j'.,~)~:,,

he can or .could-:reaso»n»ably.,exp'ec't:-,.to,, —,.;.;:.::,'.;.-".'",'-.,:-'!;-';-::,-'';,'":~'-;;,',:!"':=-

obtain,. after that:.deer",„'in his-:current';:-=.--:-::::.::,:,:.—;;::'-::-'--:.~".";D",-:;;.

off-season,;employment::wh»ich, together.
with his .employment, (if any) before that
day,.in. that,,off-season, constitutes a
substantial;.amount of»empl'oyment."

L -

L
- ~

5. The immediate predecessor to regulation 19 of the Unemployment,
Sickness and Invalidity Benefit Regulations 1975 was to be found in
the National Insurance (Seasonal Workers) Regulations 1950
QS.I. 1950 No 122+0 , as amended by the National Insurance (Seasonal
Workers) (No 2) Regulations 1950 QS.I. 1950 No 191+, by the --:.";?~g
National Insurance (Seasonal Workers) Amendment Regulations 1952
QS.I. 1952 No 146+6 and by the National Insurance (Employment and

- Training Act 197$ Consequential Amendments) Regulations 1974
QS.I. 1974 No 124@. The amendments made by the No 2 Regulations

I
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of 1950 and by the Consequential Amendments Regulations of 1974 are
immaterial to this decision. The primary Regulations of 1950 (to
which we shall refer as "the 1950 Regulations" ) and the Amendment
Regulations 1952 are, however, highly material. Their combined effect
was to enact provisions which (although differing slightly in wording
and substantially in arrangement and numbering) were, for practical
purposes, identical to the provisions of regulation 19 of the 1975
Regulations; and it was under the 1950 Regulations, as amended in 1952,
that each of the decisions to which we refer below was decided.

c

6. , The Social .Security (Unemployment, Sickness and Invalidity Benefit)
Amendment (No 2) Regulations 1979 QS.I. 1979 No 94+0 substituted, with
,effect'rom 27 July 1979, a new regulation 19 iri place of that from
.whichwe. have quoted in'aragraph 4 above.'-':, Paragraph'(2) of the old:,':..-::::::',,";..-'-'-'

-.. -". regulati.on is --repeat'ed as paragr'aph::(1) of: the 'riew',-'aiid"paragraph ($ )':-::.:;:,;=-':»:'-.,-',"-'.

,,'of.,:,:the.'old.;regulation- is-,repeated:: as-paragraph-,,-;(2)''-'of.',;:,the.-new.,-,„'-','-Apart-,"'-"'—
!-'>~:.:":.".-:.'-.-,';;t',.':.-.-"..-'.",.'::ho'w'ever,:,.from".':tthis;.m'inor -,renumbering',''-:'everyth~'hi'ch

'-' .:-" ''.; '',in"-paragraph ':::above "anppears'-tverobatim in': regulati on:.:19,-'s '.-'cur'reritly"'-'::in
;..:.',--".force'.:;='.: 'It:."foll;ows','':accu'ordingly,:that from '1952'own'"to 'the" presoent;-'day,.

the'-statuotoroyc "p'r'ovisions 'in respect of seasonal workers have remained,""'-.:.=;-.-:::,.-';-.-: ~t =.

in their essence, unaltered.

7. , Regulation 19(2).of the 1975 Regulations sets out two definitions
of a "seasonal .worker", namely—

"a person. whose normal employment is for a part or parts only 'of
a year in an occupation or occupations of which the availability
or extent varies .at, approximately; the same time or times in--.
successive years"; or (the. underlining is,ours but the conjunction
is the draftsman') "any other person who normally;restricts
his employment to the same, or substantially the .same,.'.part or
parts only of the year;"

I

The first of these definitions echoes, but is by no means identical to,-'-
the definition of "seasonal worker" which obtained prior to the 1950
Regulations. The secong was entirely new. ' '

. '., Q-'. :-'Down the'ears since 1950 a'difference''of opinion has emerged.
among the Commissioners in .respect of the meaning and application of
the first definition. So far as we can discover the overt expression
of tha't difference is to be fourid only in unreported decisions. One
view (which we shall call "the employment record view") is to be found
in unreported Decisions C.S.U„- 4/68 and C,h.U. )/7$ —each of which was
decided by the same'ommissioner. It can be- summed up in words taken
from paragraph 5 of the former decision:

"The question of-whether or not a person is a seasonal worker
'epends in my'pinion ori an examination of that person's record
of employment whether or not the said employment is seasonal
in character."
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The Commissioner supported this view by-

(a) comparing the then current definition of "seasonal worker"
with the definition which had been in force prior to 1950;

~, \

.''\
(b) praying in aid certain paragraphs from Reports of the

National Insurance Advisory Committee; and

(c) his construction of "the reported decisions of the
Commissioner", —although no specific -reported: decision".".'--::.-':-'.-::,'."-",:::-",
is referred to.

9. -:.,- The other.,view,':(which we .shall,ca11,.",the chazacterisingo view",:),":1 "

.;-;.-':,.'.i.sto,be. found. in unreported .Deci.snions';Cu .U.'--15/682,,:C.-U.;:$/70
and.-';.:-:

.,-':„;„.:;C."U.':,:=„1/75. —, -..each:=;-;of.-,.which::,.was:„de'ci;ded',-:.roefsoprective~.;.'.by -'a,',di ffe'ren:.
„";:::-"-.-:::::-:;Comumi.ssioner".',".":,.This'..view,',-':.reqoui.res;"",that''iri:asprplying. the','.:f irast:;; ref i@i.ion

,the'"st'atutor'y,authori.t'ies"'ushould':loook, further""thaen'he .baze.;:;:eiiiployment'"','' ~record':oof,the'relevarnut'jclaimant.""'-"."It 1cane'-'be summed,.up in woerds, t'aken
'rom 'paragraph.'2 of .Decision C.'V.::,'15/68:

"In my judgment the fact that'the'claimant's no'rmal e'mployment -;,,-;;-
was limited to approximate~1 the same -time or times in successive ',
years does not of itself pour underlin~ make him a seasonal:..-;-':::,-" .--'-;,I,.;"

worker; I must also consider the activities which he was eng~d- ',;.;-'-,"-'.,=„-'';:.:-;;;,

to perform. This seems to me to follow from the ls~pmge:of,"-'::-'.',-
the first part of regulation 2(2)(a) which in terms applies:to:.t'.".:,: -'",,:,-::-,.;=".=',='~-'.-'

persons whose normal employment::-fulfils',two:c'ounddition's -".-itv-".must
be for a part or pazts only..of:-a year; and it'must'e-:-'in'.-',-an.
occupation or occupations possessing certain defined''----'-'--':"''":'.':,-'':.::::="='-'='.,

characteristics."
(Regulation 2(2)(a) of the 1950 Regulations, as amended was.-the,::::—::::,.'-,:--,.-:

equivalent of regulation 19(2) .of the 1975 Regulations.I

The protagonists of this view also claim support from—

(a) :a comparison of the current definition of "seasonal.wo'rker'-',-.'."-'-'-",-„-
with .the definition which was in force prior to 19/0;

(b) the Reports of the National Insurance Advisory Committee;,-,',-',:-,:.--;--.=.':-'.--'-,':::~
and

(c) reported decisions of Commissioners-and,Tribunals of.;:..
'Commissioners.

As'appears, however, from the passage which we have quoted from
C.U..15/68, they found, principally upon the actual language of the
definition as enacted; and this must, of. course, be the primary
consideration.
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10. In construing the langmq~ of the definition as enacted we do
not think that we can improve upon certain passages from the three
unreported decisions referred to in paragraph 9 above. Thus in
Decision C.U. )/70 the Commissioner wrote:

o

"8. The statutory definition of 'seasonal worker'oes not use
the words''seasonal'r 'season't all save in the phrase
it defines (although an earlier version of it did. so), snd
I shall refer to the 'characteristics at which the definition
is aimed as 'the offending-characteristics'.'hen 'one "

,- -...looks 'at.;the definition it 'is seen .that the offending ,

characteristics.,".are'not '.characteristics, of aii emploovmerit''.,"''='.,:,-.".-';-."-;.:,:;~-:;-:::,„=".',:,'-::—-:;;:;'.--

but'oof::an'oonccupation or occupations'."'""As-'a1ready-":appears,:.:.':;-'--.".".-" ','.:=;,
,;:-',;:,=.-'-.:.-."'"'-'.,'-„'':,:.'-:--'-: '.the"..::relevant.:=':part-'-:o'. the'::.definition""r'cards .'-'.;."'."."'-..."-'."-,:an,.

:,-'-.:—..-
' inSure'd; pb'er'SOn':,';WhO'Se -'riOrmal'-;:emplOyiiierit '-i.S "fOr:a 'paeit~Or'.
"=.:ipaits::only'"o f a "year- vari'"asii"::occupatioen sor- occnupati oris'".of.-

:"',which 'the..'av'ailability ".-'.".':.-".'.-,"and.so,on."," On no'ccou'nt ..:- .-:='""; .
can it be legitimate to treat this definition as if the,":,:::.:::.;:—:.':.:,,:,:":-::..:--:Q.::.
uriderlined.words were not.there.

The contrast between an employment-and an occupation is a
,familiar'ne. An employment is either a particular
contractual relationship. between an employer azid an
employee, or the work performed in such a

particular'elationship.

An occupation is a type of work. The
statutory definition 'of seasonal worker provides that a
person beco'mes'"seasonal';worker if.his normal eiirployment"'''
is for a part'or parts only of 'a year 'in an" occupation" "'""
having the offending characteri.sties. An insured'person
,who.has.employment for a part or parts only of a year,
albeit at approximately the same time .in successive years,
in an occupation without the offending characteristics
is not included .in the definition.

9. .Accordingly~ looking only.;to-the language. of .the;definition,'.-
this appeal cannot be decided merely by finding that the
claimant was normally employed in the manner I have described.
It is necessary to go further .and decide whether or not that
employment was in an 'occupation having the offending
characteristics."

Again, in Decision C.U. 15/68 the Commissionez wrote, at paragraph 12:

"Furthermore, if the first part of the definition had the effect.
that all persons who worked for the same part or parts only of
successive years were seasonal workers, the second. part (which
deals with persons who restrict their employment to the same'...
part or parts of successive years) would surely be otiose."

Further, in Decision C.U. 1/76, the Commissioner wrote, at paragraph 8:
/

"Thus, as the Commissioners pointed out in the passage I have
quoted from Decision R(U) 14/55 (supra) the availability or extent
of a particular occupation msgr in some circumstances, but may not

t

6
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other circumstances, have seasonal variations and it is, .:."'-'+j>j":-:-,:„':„":jj

accordingly, necessary, indeed essential, to examine, not only .
the periods for which a person has been employed, but also the ''.'-',:;.;P-"+,.'-'>

nature of, and the characteristics inherent in, the occupation
(or occupations) he has followed. Furthermore, if the view
expressed in Decision C.S.U. )/7) is correct it would, as it seems
to me, follow that. the second part of the definition in

'egulation 2(2)(a) would be;.otios'e.".. . . -.,- -:;.„;--9'4>-'„'='.

.1'. This reasoning,.-aPPears to's to be"comPellinge The Plain. languages+>''==;;-'.:
',of the definition..as, enacted cannot legitimately, be overriddenroby

..'','-";=.'":!=;:,;,,„:.-~~;=-."-'referen'ce'=:either.:

to 'the definitiori'which.was in force.,prior to:1950..-"or,'-'-'-'"="-'"
;-'::.:::;:;.;-:-."'.to .'p'assa'ge's",-,"from -Reptorts'; of::;.the 'National:;Insuroance Advisory,-,Comiriitct

: =,",.'::;i,",::,.:-i-'%;(In:,:la

":::,,''':0',:::,::,."c'enn':>b'e>'pl'aus'i

...-,.;.'~..'on~eiderat ron;):::.i Nor':,::,:do,::
,'-.".j~eyi oi'is":Tr'i bun'als" of -':.Commi ssi on ''s.-„inhibits.. iis ': from now . endoi sing~~the'e

o

t
'=- -"'.""charac teri sing.,:y'i ew., .This',aspect. of 'th'e issue is.:.care fully.- andre flilly.".:.:::z;.,;;

—,treated,in::the:;.;three unreporte'd;decisions from: which we have.-quoted:~in="'""
'ar~aph'0'ak>ove.", 'e attempt nothing mor'e than a summary review.",-':-';..',:~;-'~...=,.~,;-

12e In I!ecision H(U) .14/5$ a Tribunal of Commissioners was .concerned'; =':,:;„'-;;-:P'~g"-"::~'";='.-;

with a woman >ho. regularly. worked in the holiday months as,a shop ..:-',-.'.:...'-:,-:-',:j:$
~~j=-,'.„-.,'-',":'ssistant

at a holiday resort. In paragraph 22 the Tribunal wrote:

"It next remai.ni; to consider.: whether- that,',employmen't'-'w'as.'.".i'n
;-,"sii"::;.","P':"„"-'=".4~';,»'-',".';;'ccupation

(or occup tions) of which the availabilityc or 'extcent;-,;:-":.~>„:::~'4'-,,'.„'.,:.,-.'aries

att approximately the same time "or times -in'uccessive'.yeaers";~~~-',=.~~"
lt seems:to us:. that:that was so. There. are doubtless maiiy".plarctecs@-'-'-'.".'~+-:,.';-::,~p.".;-;...'-:::;;.":.:-::.:,~<

in which the availability'zid extent of the occupation'of coa'shi.'e'r"'',."-'.';-,:-'-;~~.';,'~",-„-.'-'.:-":=,".-","-;-

or counter assistant at a cafeteria remains fairly constant .through'<ya>j@:;,";-""...':.,'-',~=„"-,'.)<;,",~

the: year.. 3ut ',occupation'. in this context clearly means the:,::::;;..;:.;,'„',',::.'"",:..".,"."„.~;-."-'-'-:<~j>".~~/
- occupation as'- followed by the insured person and in this. case, the.;,'.,'.'::~=':":g-"~':;~-."!:=,"'.~8~~

occupation,was -followed at.a holiday. resort at. which its
availability or..-extent varied 'at .approximately. the same time,-..or,;--.,"':-:.,'-':'.:=":-"'~";.".-.-,::;-;,=.~'=,=;:;-g;.='~

times in successive years." (The underlining is ours). ''- ".'.:::I'".":-'.gj-;::-::='-',":<::"..;~-"=:„''!

It is quite:clear that as early. as 195) it was appreciated. that the -.:.';."":-"'-.;-"-'-".-"-'".:-'-,"~="-;"',,'-.'-'.'->'i~)

identifying of seasonal workers could not be effected by'imply drawing .

up lists of general occupations, styling some seasonal and the others
non-seasonal., The occupation of the claimant. must -be examined. in:its,;,.- .

individual context.. Considerable sub-.classifzcation may be called..fear. c,.:;,:::..':;:;.",-'g',.',qP4';.-,"-z4,
At the end of the day, however, the claimant's occupation, and not merely
his employment, must be one of which the availability or extent. varies ',-"".,,.'..-';.'.::„'"'+l':::,:;.;-"jP

at approximately the same time or times in successive years. - ., -::."."-:,~-'-'=;=",-.'.g>-;;i,'',i":~>

1). In.support„of the employment record. view there is prayed in aid the
following dictum from paragraph 7 of Tribunal of Commissioners'ecision
R(U) 5/64-.

"As appears from numerous decisions of the Commissioner, the answer
to the question whether a person is a seasonal worker is provided,
not by considering the conditions in an industry generally, but by
an examination of the individual claimant's own record of
employment.".
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Once again we do not think that we can improve upon the words of the
Commissioner who decided Decision C.U. $/70; in paragraph 1$ he wrote:

"Taken out of context, this sentence may appear to contradict the
view taken by the Commissioner who decided C.U. 15/6B, but it must
not be taken 'out of context. The case dealt .with in R(U) 5/64 was
that of a share fi'sherman operating, from a small'ort on the coast
of Yorkshire. His work was divided into a winter season and a
su'mmer''season, each separated from''the other by a considerable
temporal gap. The 'reason .was 'that:by law h'e',was 'required to'ake,.
his boat, out''.of,:s'ervice for inspection,'main'tenance'nd'repair,'nd:-"'=-',-::,:.,-:'::-:,:::-.-'-,,-..-',-:,.
these processes:took-as -loiig -time .owing-;.'to'the':inadeqiiacy of.:-".sthe':-:,:,;;."",:;:;-,.:-'-,"-.'",';:.-,-.".'.':,-i;-'.:-,".;,"'-„-';:'-»

;:=:;-,.-':,'.-'..„-:;.whole,'it::,would'be; imr possible ."t'o say ..that his'o'ccupation'.had'a:,":::",'=-';-':,''':
seasooinal"-chaireaec'teristic'.': The"fishing i'ndustry 'carries on ':its

'otivit ies 'throughout the year In.my view,— what the Tribunal::: ' ":-":::::-'::,::-:::.'".
meant by 'the 'sentence I have'quoted was that you do:not look to 'an
industry as a whole 'in order to decide whether an occupation is,-
seasonal in character; you look at the way in which the occupation
is 'conducted in the claimant's case. In the case .before them the
occupation of a fi.sherman, as carried. out where the claimant lived,
plainly had the offending characteristics Pc.f. paragraph 10 above
of this our decisiogn . In my view it would not be right 'to read
more than- this into the Tribunal Decision,R(U) 5/64;"

We accept 'that passage from C.U. $/70 as a correct statement of the
law —as we also accept the following passage from paragraph 12 of
Decision C.U. 15/68:

"While I am anxious to avoid saying anything beyond what is strictly
relevant to the issue in this 'appeal, it might be right to .add that
where you find that a person regularly works for the same part or
'part's of successive years and is idle during the remaining parts,

'heremay well be cause for enquiry as to whether the occupation
--- in'hich he works has the defined characteristics. It may -even be

that a rebuttable presumption arises. Further than that however
I do'not.think one can go."

14. When making the enquiry referred to in'he passage last quoted
above, the statutory authorities must not overlook subparagraph (ii)
appended:to the 'definition of "seasonal worker" in regulation 19(2) of
the 1975 Regulations (now'regulation 19(l) of the regulation as
substituted in '1979). This provides:

"in construing the expression 'normal employment', regard shall be
paid to factors inherent in the nature or conditions of the
occupation or occupations in which that person is engaged, and not
to factors abnormal to that occupation or occupations notwithstanding
that those factors persist for a prolonged period;" (Our underlining).

(In passing, we note the repetition of the distinction between
"employment" and "occupation".) This subparagraph did not feature, in
any form, in the 1950 Regulations. It was inserted by virtue of the
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1952 Amendment Regulations —manifestly in consequence of the National
Insurance Advisory Committee's.Report of Nay 1952, Cmd. 8558.
Paragraph 56 of that Report reads:

"We consider it advisable, however, to secure forthwith that the
Seasonal Workers Regulations are not automatically extended in
scope as a result either of a general trade recession or of a
substantial recession in a particular trade or trades to apply to
workers who, while having a regular period in each year during
which;they do not normally work, are in this position because -of -.;.

the effect of-abnormal,:-everi if-prolonged.,'-,economic .conditions,.;;;„',.-.
and not because their work is in the-nature of things .seasonal..
We recommend therefore .that .the phrase 'seasonal worker'n the
present regulations:-:should:-be.',so-redefined as to

.limit.-its,,:,';::::::.,;,~',,=,':.='.'.=':.'pplication,to:employment:.whichis..seasonal:in .corisequence': of,.-':;.„".="'-';-.„--

;-, „," -.;:.:,=-. =. =;:,.;factors -,;which::.are;iinherent-,iri'-;:the;-nature,.; or ..'conditions, of;::the,~jj.=.:,~ '.-:.=.

-;..; ~",::.",:industry'=:conceziied,":.'.„"'aiid:;::which",':-':of ~neo'es'sity:,-"=':;.normally':-'result'in:.'.
-.- .;-:.--,;substanti.ally:.,'reduc'ed;oppoitiiiu.ties:.',:of.',emplo'y'ment'.".at-,','simi,lar;; ~j;:;"-~<+~

. " -'' points::.in.':-successive .years.-';=:.',The -most 'obvious:.illustrations':are,„;;-;; —."„~
~ ~

~

afforded by certain -agricultural work, as,a:result of the 'nature.';~.'-.,'-'i4

of agricultural, processes .. and climatic conditions, 'and 'y-,.work".':=.='.~;,'~'-

at holiday resorts, as a result of custom, due in the main but
not entirely to climatic conditions."

(It will be noted how ill this passage accords with the employmerit::-'::::..-::.'.:--,:-:':,:--;:::=','::-.-'.;:;:.'.K''~gj<

record view.) We have not been directed to, nor have we been able-;to.-',:=-.-:.-'::::-':.;=",:.,':-,=..'=:-'.:;,'=:,-,='=;:-:.'-."'-,.'-.:-",,"~;

find, any decision which turned upon the application of, the aforesaid ;:-:.:':.-:.'.:-:=;.:-;-,-.'.:;=-'='<.A:-'.

subparagraph (ii). Such cases are, likely to be: rare..:::.:We',:prefer,.'.to.'::.-~-.~-'.--',-::.;:-'~..'",';,,:~':,',«'~-':=.'-'-.„.',~;.:j~w~

await such a case before generalising upon'the effect of:the,:.:,'::,-',,:,.":;;,::-.:::,-,':.-':,=;:.;.:-'~':—:,:;:,':,-'.;,'~,;-,''~ '™;:.,"„'-'~~.,(
subparagraph. Obviously, however, it would apply where —;::

(a) an occupation (e.g. car builder) is not inherently seasonal;.-:.":"':'=:-':-::-':.":"':,',':-'"".g»„-;
but

(b) due to recession in demand, an employer decides to close :,."-".::;.'.-:.-;,:.'.-.:;:.':;-;,;:::-:;:~j-',-',:,:=;:.:-';,".",'„'-',:,"iqg

down his production line for, the same .) months for a.number-,-;:,',::.::,"::.':,';.'",',.-'','-':.''--'.:.'=",:„'",j+z~

.of successive years.

.It would also apply —with the effect of limiting .the off-season —..in:..:.':,-',:-',::.-'-.-'.:=,.-::";-,:.",:-'..'...',.';:~-,'-")«'he

case of an essentially seasonal occupation in respect of which an '-':.:, i'"-".'::,':-."-'-'-';"::~+<qC',

employer, for economic -reasons,.reduced. the normal on-season. -..:.

15. In paragraph 12,of-Decision C.U. )/70 the Commissioner:said .that:-
the difference betweeri...the two views which we have been discussing ,"

.'- -'":=', .'",.;,-';,':.'.-';P:

"may be more apparent than real". There is force in this. We.do not
foresee that our acceptance of the characterising view will affect the
outcome of. more than,a handful of the cases which come before the
statutory authorities. -, We can illustrate .this by reference to
Decision R(U) 21/52, a case which is frequently cited as an example of
the application of the employment record view. The claimant there was
an electrician who .lived in Blackpool and who had for 4 consecutive years
been able to obtain employment for only parts of the year. Paragraph 8
of the decision runs thus:

"It has been contended by the claimant's Association that an
electrician, is not a seasonal worker because his occupation is not
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the availability or extent of which varies with the season of
the year. An .electrician's occupation, it is contended, is one in-
which there is employment to be 'had all, the;year round, and the
reason why the claimant has not been so employed is that in Blackpool,
where he lives, there is less demand for electricians in the wiriter
months than in the summer and this fact, owing to the claimant's age,
places him at a disadvantage in competing with younger men."

The Commissioner directed himself that all that he was concerned with was
the claimant's 'industrial record: —and held the claimant to .be a seasonal
worker. . It will be clear, however,::from what we have -said -in
paragraph 11 'above that a -true appli'cation 'of-the characterising view
would have led to..the.'same.'result.'Electrician":as -'such':is'not:normally,

. a seasonal occupation.','This particular-=-.claimant'was,'::-"chowever,:;.'-an '".'::-'-":->::::.'.,-':'::=':=.;.,",-;;','-:,;,"-:':-',
electrician in -Blackpool;:-and '.,the':evidence,w'as:that::this':was:an -'::i.',:...,.,'.i=:..::,-'-.;=-"'":.::.';;;:

.',',occupa'tion the.:,:availability,:,"or extent" of.'.which-:-yaurie'd'-'with -'the.'.::seauson"::,~

',"",,,,'-,:-recognised .that:;:"such- sub-class'ification-:.is':not rmerely'.permoissible'-"-" '-it' s-'=!-":"'-;:.:,'-;:,':-:.'.;,.'.::.-:.-,"'~.
''-'sse'ntial:: to'-,a'roper'pplication of . the - regulations."."--" (R(U) '-'21/52::;-'wrass -",'.::=.-:.":,::.:;:,'~-".—..',i:

decided uiider::the.:-.1950:Regulations: as:-they were prior:='to the '952:. ':,"'-'::, -'-'::: .::;="-'.
ameridments.:This affects 'the terminology but:not,the:substance-of that ',;--,;:::-':-,.'.—;
decision.)

16. Indeed, of the many reported decisions at which we have .looked, we
have found only:one,in .which the outcome might have 'been -different had
the characterising, as opposed to:the employment record., view been
applied by the Commissioner. Decision R(U)'ll/55 concerned a,claimant
whose record of employment had been as follows:

1952: 17 July to 17 September — ,bus cleaner;
1955: - 9 July to 5 September —booking agent; and
1954:-:';:.14June.to'1'4 October - —garage hand.

t

The decision is a short one. Nothing is said in respect of the
geographical locatiori of the claimant's work.-'he three respective:
occupations do not, at first sight, appear to be of a Seasonal character.
On the other hand, the Commissioner in paragraph ) said this:-

"It is bg force .of:circumstances, and not-by choice, that +the
claimant . has become a-seasonal worker. This, however, -does notavail the claimant, -for the definition of a seasonal 'worker
contained in Regulation 2(2)(a) covers not only persons who
voluntarily restrict their employment to certain parts .of the'ear,
but also persons who involuntarily, by circumstances beyond their
control,;- find themselves normally employed for part of the .year onlyin a seasonal'oc'cupation. Nor'-does the fact that -the claimant's
employment in each -of the past three years has been in a different
occupation take him outside the statutory definition."

at any given

10|

The words which we have underlined certainly suggest that the
Commissioner was not —.unmindful of the need to look at the characteristicsof the cl~~~~nt's'ccupation - as distinct from his employment. Thedecision, however, contains no expansion of the (implicit) finding thateach of the aforesaid three occupations was, in the context of the
claimant's circumstances, seasonal by nature. It stands, perhaps, asa salutary reminder of the need carefully -to carry"out -the enquiryreferred to in the first sentence of paragraph 14 above; always bearingin mind that it is for the insurance officer to establish th
claimant has become a seasonal worker.
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19. The local insurance officer's forward disallowance took effect down
- to, and including, 17 September 1979, that being. the last day of the

"year" as defined in regulation 19(2). Ve now know that the claimant in
fact obtained. work on ) September 1979 and that 1 September 1979 was the last
day in his off-seas'on in respect of which he claimed. unemployment benefit.
This is reflected in the terms of our decision as set out in
paragraph 1 above.

'20.-::::-'The'claimant's appeal is ~manimously disallowed.

1 I:

;.:,.:.,:...-::.;...„,-.:;,',.(Signed),'-.:I-: 0:,Griffiths,:.::.; - '-''

::;,::", ':--,;.=:,.;:--;.::,.::;;:-:-'.-.:,-,.:-.,;-,:.;::,.-:--:":...":-'-:-.;-.,:,;„--;:".',;::-;-:-::-,":;-':Chic f .:.Commis sione'r

i

(Sig ed) m J Good an . "

Commissioner
N7
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(Signed) J Nitchell
Commissioner

.:.Date: . -- 8 September 1981
'' 'Commissioners File: C.U. 6)6/1979
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